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Tho papfil IS ooncorned with the mechanioal responso in a piozoelectrio plate transducer 
under constant voltage input across it; tho plate being characterized by a prescriljed diffu­
sion and subjected to an exponentially decaying polarization gradient.
Introduction
Tlio studies of piozoolectrio tvansduror from tho point of view of mocliaiiics of 
continuous media are largely diu‘- to Re,dwood (1961), Mason (1950), Filipczynski
(1956), Sinha (1963, 1965 and 1967). Giri (1966), Das (1967), Chakrabarty (1968, 
1969) and others. This article is a similar attempt seeking to investigate tho 
mechanical response duo to a constant voltage ininit under a proscribed diffusion 
and characterised by an exponentially decaying polarization gradient. The 
analysis presented here conforms to tho line of investigation undertaken by the 
above-mentioned authors. It has been found that tho method of Laplace trans­
form facilitates the solution of the problem.
Problem, Fundamental Equation and Boundary Condition
Lo t a: -  0 and j: =  X  bo tho extremities of a piezoelectric plate in the diroction 
of its thickness (taken as tho X-axis), excited by a constant voltage at its ends. 
The transducer is characterised by an exponentially decaying polarization gradient. 
Let there bo a cavity excited by a field defined bj^  «^ (^ ), h being a constant 
and S{t) is tho well Itnown Dirac’s Delta function. The plate is taken as rigidly 
backed at ic — X.
The equations of state for the plate, (Redwood 1961) are
I'i =  <=11 + en S i ( 1)
(2)
whore =  stress, c^  ^— average stiffness co-efficiont, f  =  niechanical deforma­
tion at any point x, — piezoelectric constant, =  polarization vector and 
kii =  doloctric susceptibility.
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In aocordanco with our assumption, w« have 
-  - P  e-r' (3)
SO that hy suitable choioo
== (4)
wliortj Pq is a constant and r is a decaying factor. This assumption is justilied 
by experimental facts (Swann, 1950).
Eliminating from (1) and (2) wo have
rp _ „ P
whore a — c^x'~hil^n 
Differentiating (5) and using (4) we get
dx dx^  kii
Using (6) with Newton’s equation
( 5 )
(G)
^ dl^  dx ■m
we have
dt^ (7)
Equation (7) constitutes the fundamental equation of the problem.
The boundary conditions are that both the displacement and force are conti­
nuous at the end a; =  0 of the transducer. Also the transducer being rigidly 
backed at a; =  X , the mechanical displacement at a; =  X  must be zero.
Solution oe the Pboblem
Taking Laplace transform (7) of parameter s(s >  0)
who Ln\rA  ^^have =  L f ®ii^o _1____1
dx^  a a lk ^ i 8-\-r J
Solving (8) we get




where A ajid B are constants of integration and =  afp, and it is assumed that f  (0)
=  0, m  =  0,
To evaluate A and B from the boundary conditions, we attach two mechanical 
systems 1 and 2 as assumed by Redwood (1961) to the extremities a; =  0 and 
X — X. We denote the corresponding entities, A ,^ and A 2t B^  by the symbols 
1 and 2, respectively. In that case, since the transducer is rigidly backed,
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A  ^=  Bz — 0 and A  ^=  0 
Also continuity o f displacement at a: =  0, gives 
1(0) =  li(0)
A + B - ^ 0 , +  ■
—  X
where li(a:) =  B^ e^
Again for a rigidly backed transducer f  (X) — 0,
=  B,
Hence Ae ” +B e  '  . A- +^11^  ’ +  p[s'^~{kv) }^
Using (1), (3) and the relation Ey =  Dy—AnFy, we have
^1 =  c , i | | + e i i  ^  +47reiiP„*e-r<
=  0
(10)




whore B y =  , Y is length of the transducer along T-axis, Z  its length 
along Z-axis, and Qy is the charge.
Taking Laplace transform of (14) and using (9) we have
f m  =  [ -  U  +  . t  B -  JL . +en %  . ... (IS)
If T stands for the stress for the niodium towards the left of the transducer {i.e., 
at aj =  0) then from (12)
»
c being a sunilar constant as Cn.
Hence f (0) =  y
(16)
... (17}
l^ ’or continuity of wtross at x — 0, wo have from (15) and (17)
~ ^  ^ 1
Again
V :^ -iV j:-V o )= ^ fB d x
0
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(IS)
Hence, ■J .. Qi Y-UTZ 7q:r ■ 2 (19)
Mineo tlio voltage across tlio transducer is given by
Substituting the value of from (11) m (18) and then eliminating <3»i from (IS) 
and (10) we got a relation connecting A and U. Using this relation along w'itli 
(13) we got the values of A and B. TJie values of A and B are given by the fol­
lowing expressions
-.A'
A _  - an.l B =
* JT -  * .V _ ‘ .r ,v
l,e- - U  ” h<- " - U  "





,v“(,v I r) pv '
H-/b]0o _A“ A‘(.v+r)
1^1^ 0 1 ^
 ^ /^ ixp s2(.s'-fr) p[fi‘^ ~{kv)-}
Sulistituting the values of A and B m (9) we liave
(




It is simple to detect that | -- 0 when x — X, TJiis must be the case, since 
the transducer is rigidly backed at x — X,
The inversion, being too complicated, wo find it for a particular value of a;, 
say Xj2. This is to be done by the methods of approximation. Wo restrict 
to approximation followed by Redwood (1961) and find
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1 _ T _ SbJC
+[m J x  (21)*1 h h x - j
sX _ s X
■ 2v h „ 2u
Substituting for and and taking inverse transform we have
t _  la ^n^i)
r \ 2u /  r2 ' +
-'f- sinh
?iP kv
( ‘ - 1 ^  { 7  (■ - -2T)
, 1  ^
1 ,.2  ^ }
sinh * ^ )
^  _L.  ^ / /  3.2c \
pv kv n^ o\^  2 y /
3X'
sinh ) , -ir i
-  - -  +^n< o^ ( 1- f - )  - 2^ r .e „ Z * | -  - - }]
{ i  t -  4  +-J- e-r> 1+ - ^  si: 
p  I r  r- /'2 J p/ct;
for i >  -— .2v
nh kvt (22A)
and
eu^oc J  1  \ 1 J. g V 2v) 1 _ c  \ 2v I
^  V ^  r \ 2v) j  ^
r  1
— Jl^ —Jl4- — -^sinhAvi (221
j^i/o 1^ r r^ J phv
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for
and
- f - < ‘ < f2v 2v
for
? = c sinhi^i- [ L«_.l c-n 1
2v'
(22C)
Relations (22A) (22B) and (22C) gives the expression for the mechanical rea> 
ponse at a; =  -  . This shows that tlie mechanical response is partly constant,z
partly linear and it partly decays exponentially with time. It also varies as 
hypothohc sine function of time.
Displacement op the Surface at a; — 0
When X — 0, equation (20B) takes the form
((/giwa— a^e
Following the same approximations, we have
-2 i-X
?*-o , 2ge ** -l-[w3]j«o
After taking inverse transform we get
- L e - '  < ( l  ^cosh w )
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+ ~/i [ _ ^ i A { L / ; - ' ^  ) - - L + L  e "H - f  —L I c u P  I  \ V / I  ^ p kicv .......  (  ^ V ]
_^ii^o I \ I i I i g-r« I I 1
f e l l / )  L r  /■‘  ^ J ~  pk\kv sinh /cyZ for t >
e . sinh kv 
2X 1
V J ... (23A)
and
L-o  -  r f  - - )  ■ i k  ( 1 -  ™ s h i i '< ) +  f i l ^ j ' ‘= -(L <  - L  +  1  e - - '  )
Z^  L \ p  p v !  k - v ^  V  \ r r -  f
— p ^ i  s in li/cy «+ e ii0o^ -2 7 rP oeiiX “ j  +
— \ i—i_-|-L e~»0 +   ^ sinh A:i>Z




fa «+ «u ^ r f-2.J ’ o e i i^ (~  ~ 7  * ^ ' ) ]
__®n£o[_i e-»-*l +  - L  sinh kvt
^xiP ^ ^  r ®  ~  J pkv forZ<  -  ... (23C)
Evidently the response omitted by the transducer is by and large similar to
Xthe one discussed earlier at the point a; == ^ .
The response is evidently zero at Z =  0.
D iscu ssion
It is clear from each of the above expressions that the mechanical response 
of the transducer owing to prescribed electric ex(;itations is dominated by the 
decay factor in the polarization gradient, whatever bo the range of time. More- 
t)Vor, for a large flecay factor the responses do not exhibit the transient charac­
teristics and remain uninfluenced by the polarization constant. In the general 
case, it is obvious from above, the effects due to the prescribed polarization are not 
coupled with those due to prescribed diffusion Further, while the proscribed 
polarization gradient accentuates the damping part of the response, the diffusion 
does not nocossairly do so, for large values of r and h.
All those facts bring out some o f the physical aspects of the vibration of the 
transducer Avhich will hold with or without numerical calculations.
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